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The Scoop

Literacy news you can use

Studying Female Poets to Understand History
Poetry o ers a female perspective of history that can’t be read in male-dominated history texts. Find out how to work female
poetry into your curriculum.
Read more ››

Treat Core Subjects More Like Extracurriculars
Combining the activities students are most engaged with and the students’ core subjects creates an environment for deeper
learning. Explore some of the strategies schools are developing for these interdisciplinary projects.
Read more ››

Choice: A Key Factor in Teen Reading
Instead of assigning summer reading to her students, one high school English teacher decided to let her students choose
what to read with the support of a crowdsourced classroom library. Find out what happened.
Read more ››

Six Lessons from a Move to Blended Learning
For two years, 13 teachers at Temple High School, near Austin, Texas, experimented with di erentiated instruction and
deeper collaboration in an e ort to explore blended learning initiatives. Here’s what they discovered.
Read more ››

When Girls Spit
Adding spoken word to your curriculum combines art, literature and poetry, while providing a means of expression for those
seeking to challenge historic narratives.
Read more ››

A New Look at the Classics
The Twitter discussion #DisruptTexts is opening up a dialogue about how certain classic books should be taught in the
classroom, or whether they should be taught at all.
Read more ››

You might also be interested in
A Lesson in Thanks and Vulnerability
Listen here ››
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